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Maverick Drinks
Established in 2013, Maverick Drinks has a vision 
to replace mainstream drinks with better quality 
craft alternatives and drive change in a market long 
dominated by certain brands. Our aim is to be more 
than just a distributor. We believe in championing 
transparency and working to make the world of spirits 
more open and accessible.

 Our portfolio is made up of some of the finest 
premium craft spirits in the world. These are made 
available through our ever-growing network of partners 
in the UK: bars, wholesalers, high street stores, online 
retailers and more. It’s a simple formula that works 
well because we approach business with honesty, 
transparency and passion.

 We think everyone selling, drinking, reviewing and 
making our products matters. We’re trying to build a 
community around them where everybody’s welcome.

 Come and join the craft revolution!

 Maverick Drinks was named IWSC Spirits Distributor of 
the Year in 2014, 2016, 2017 and 2018.



Bathtub
Gin

Bathtub Gin is crafted using 
copper pot still gin and a cold 

compounding method, with 
top-quality botanicals including 
juniper, orange peel, coriander, 

clove, cassia and cardamom.

ABV
43.3%

Vol
35cl, 70cl 1.5L, 6L

Tastes like
Cardamom, cinnamon and 

 orange blossom

Drink With
Tonic and a slice of orange

Ableforth’s is an award-winning range 
of craft spirits and liqueurs, created 
without compromise from the finest 

ingredients using meticulous production 
methods. The brand was founded 

in 2011 by three friends from Kent, 
England, who wanted to make incredible 

drinks inspired by the past that taste 
great today. Each bottle is lovingly 

hand-wrapped and wax-sealed
for the perfect finish.



Rumbullion! 

42.6% 70cl

Bathtub Gin
Cask-Aged

43.3% 50cl

Bathtub Gin
Old Tom
42.4% 50cl

Bathtub Gin
Sloe Gin
33.8% 50cl

Also available...

Bathtub Gin
Navy-Strength

57.0% 70cl

Summer 
Fruit Cup
31.2% 50cl

Bathtub Gin
Cask-Aged Navy-Strength

57.0% 50cl

Rumbullion!
Navy-Strength

57.0% 70cl

Cherry 
Brandy
27.8% 50cl



Bourbon Whiskey #1 - 
Batch 1 - 24 Year Old

This is truly superlative stuff, 
a whiskey that shows all of its 

age. Don’t waste it with cola
or ginger ale - this is meant

to be drunk neat.

ABV
48%

Vol
50cl

Tastes like
Lots of vanilla, red berry jam 

and maple syrup

Drink With
Enjoy neat or with just a 

drop of water

That Boutique-y Whisky Company is an 
independent bottler of single malt Scotch 
whiskies as well as single grains, blended 
malts and blended whisky too. Producing 

limited release batches from selected 
parcels of stock, its range boasts whiskies 

from a variety of legendary distilleries. 
Every bottle features a unique hand-

illustrated label and batch number.



Bunnahabhain  
35 Year Old 

50cl

Tomatin
50cl

Caol Ila 
50cl

Linkwood 
50cl

Cotswolds 
50cl

Auchentoshan 
50cl

New York Distillers Co.
50cl

Heaven Hill
50cl

James E Pepper 
50cl

Also available...



Spit-Roasted
Pineapple Gin

Popular in the 1920s, pineapple gin is 
back with a 21st century twist. Whole 
pineapples are roasted on a spit with 

demerara sugar until a beautiful 
caramelisation occurs. The pineapple

is then combined with a
bold and bright gin.

ABV
46%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Sweet and sour pineapple, 

vibrant juniper, toasted sugar

Drink With
Pineapple Mule. Served with 

ginger beer and a wedge of lime.

The world’s first independent gin bottler, 
That Boutique-y Gin Company works with 

renowned distillers and brands to bring 
exciting and innovative expressions to 

market. Alongside expressions from award-
winning distilleries such as Ableforth’s, 

Hernö and FEW Spirits are original creations 
such as Cherry Gin and Spit-roasted 

Pineapple Gin. Each gin features a unique 
hand-illustrated label and batch number.



Cherry Gin 
46% 70cl

Moonshot
46% 70cl

Cucamelon
46% 70cl

Finger Lime 
46% 70cl

Neroli
46% 70cl

Chocolate Orange 
46% 70cl

Rhubarb
46% 70cl

Strawberry Balsamico
46% 70cl

Yuzu 
46% 70cl

Also available...



Foursquare,
12-Year-Old

That Boutique-y Rum Company 
are all about rare and delicious 
bottlings. This one - a textbook 

12-year-old rum from a legendary 
Barbados producer - comes from a 
release of 521 bottles, so it’s rare. 

And, as for the delicious part, you’ll 
have to take our word for it.

ABV
53.7%

Vol
50cl

Tastes like
Tobacco smoke, coffee

and spiced fruit

Drink With
On ice or with a

premium cola

An independent purveyor of rare 
bottlings from all four corners of 

the rum-making world. Working with 
specialists in the field, its mission is to 
scour the globe for unusual rum casks, 

often from distilleries that have long 
since closed. Every bottle features a 

unique hand-illustrated label
and batch number.



O Reizinho, Pot Still Rum, 
Batch One, Unaged 

49.7% 50cl

Issan Rum, Unaged
40% 50cl

Diamond Distillery (Versailles 
Still), Pot Still Rum, Batch 

One, 13-Year-Old 
56.1% 50cl

Labourdonnais, 
5-Year-Old 

49.8% 50cl

Secret Distillery #1, Pot Still Rum, 
Batch One, 9-Year-Old 

58% 50cl

O Reizinho Distillery, 
3-Year-Old

52.6% 50cl

Monymusk, Pot Still 
Rum, Batch One, 

13-Year-Old
55.4% 50cl

Blended Rum #1, 9-Year-Old
55% 50cl

Enmore (Versailles Still), 
Pot Still Rum, Batch One, 

27-Year-Old 
51.2% 50cl

Also available...



Small Batch
Teeling is a member of a new 

youthful movement of Irish 
whiskey makers. Small Batch 

consists of hand selected grain 
and malt whiskies, initially 

aged in bourbon casks for up 
to six years and then married 

together for more than
six months in Central
American rum casks.

ABV
46%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Creamy vanilla with dried 

fruit, raisin and apricot

Drink With
Neat

When it opened its doors in March 
2015, Teeling became the first new 

distillery in Dublin for over 125 years. 
Its founders, Jack and Stephen Teeling, 
were following in the footsteps of their 

ancestor Walter Teeling, who set up a 
small craft distillery in the city during 

the original Golden Age of
Irish whiskey in 1782.



Brabazon Bottling 
Series One

49.5% 70cl

Single Malt,
30-Year-Old

46% 70cl

Single Grain
46% 70cl

Revival Volume V 
12-Year-Old

46% 70cl

Single Malt
46% 70cl

Single Malt,
24-Year-Old

46% 70cl

Also available...



Wolfburn
Northland

Single Malt scotch whisky
The inaugural release from the 

distillery when it opened in 
2013, Northland is made using 
a long fermentation process. It 

is matured in small American 
oak quarter casks from Islay, 

imparting a complex and 
nuanced flavour.

ABV
46%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Almond, chocolate,

sea-breeze

Drink With
Neat or on the rocks

The most northerly whisky producer 
on the Scottish mainland, the 
Wolfburn distillery has roots 

stretching back to 1821. Today, 
the team is at the forefront of the 

“new wave” of Scotch distilling and 
offers four signature single malt 
expressions: Northland, Aurora,

Morven and Langskip.



Aurora
Single Malt Scotch Whisky

46% 70cl

Morven
Single Malt Scotch Whisky

46% 70cl

Langskip
Single Malt Scotch Whisky

58% 70cl

Also available...



FEW
Bourbon

This craft bourbon is 
produced in Evanston, Illinois, 

home of the US Temperance 
Movement. It features a mash 
bill of corn, malt and northern 

rye, imparting characteristic 
spiciness. Aged in charred

oak barrels, it possesses
a creamy vanilla flavour.

ABV
46.5%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Vanilla, cardamom

and salted butter

Drink With
A rich, bold Old Fashioned or as a boilermaker, 

paired with a crisp American IPA

FEW Spirits is a grain-to-glass producer 
of American whiskies and gins. The first 

distillery in Evanston, Illinois ever, the 
name matches the initials of Francis 

Elizabeth Willard, a local woman who 
was a key figure in the temperance 

movement. So they’ve got a sense of 
humour too.



Rye 

46.5% 70cl

Single Malt

46.5% 75cl

American Gin

40% 70cl

Barrel Gin

46.5% 70cl

Breakfast Gin

42% 70cl

Also available...



Napue Gin
This rye-based Finnish gin was 

voted the world’s best for a Gin 
& Tonic by the IWSC in 2015. It 

is made with botanicals such as 
sea buckthorn, cranberries and 

birch leaves foraged a stone’s 
throw from the distillery.

ABV
46.3%

Vol
50cl

Tastes like
Baking spice, heather and 

marzipan

Drink With
In a G&T with rosemary

and cranberries

Founded in a sauna by five guys with 
a shared passion for rye whisky (and 

steam), Kyro is a Finnish gin and 
whisky distillery producing single 

malt rye whisky and rye gin.



Koskue Aged Gin

42.6% 50cl

Kyrö Single Malt 
Rye Whisky

47.8% 50cl

Also available...



St. George Terroir
This hugely aromatic “ultra-

woodsy” gin is a liquid 
love letter to the forests 

of California. Its vibrancy 
comes from notes of 

Douglas fir, California bay 
laurel and coastal sage.

ABV
45%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Earthy and fresh with

intense fir and pine

Drink With
A Gimlet. A Tom Collins. A Martini. A 

Negroni. And much, much more.

In 1982, Jörg Rupf founded St 
George Spirits in California. In doing 

so, he became a founding figure in 
America’s craft distilling movement. 
Today, the distillery boasts a world-

class portfolio featuring gin, rum, 
fruit brandy, whisky and the first 
legal American absinthe released 

after the ban was lifted in 2007.



Botanivore Gin

45% 70cl

Green Chile Vodka
40% 75cl

Pear Brandy

40% 75cl

Dry Rye Gin

45% 70cl

Bruto Americano 

24% 75cl

Absinthe Verte

60% 70cl

Raspberry Liqueur

20% 75cl

 Dry Rye Reposado Gin
49.5% 75cl

Nola Coffee Liqueur
25% 75cl

Also available...



Contradiction
Bourbon

This is a blend of youthful wheated 
bourbon distilled at Smooth Ambler and 

a rich, well-aged sourced bourbon. The 
perfectly balanced blend represents a 

delicious juxtaposition of styles.

ABV
46%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Earthy oak and rye

Drink With
Neat or on the rocks

Smooth Ambler Spirits are produced 
at a state-of-the-art distillery in West 
Virginia. This grain-to-glass distillery 

mills locally sourced grain on-site, 
mixing it with the fresh mountain 

water the area is famous for. They also 
independently bottle whiskies that 

they find (and love) on travels around 
America under the Old Scout brand. 



Revelation 
Rum

49.5% 75cl

Big Level

50.0% 70cl

Old Scout 
Single Barrel

47.1% 70cl

Old Scout American

49.5% 70cl

Also available...



Ragtime Rye
This all-American rye whisky is aged 
between three and five years in full-
size, 53-gallon barrels, making it the 

oldest rye whisky distilled in New York 
State. The mash bill consists of 72% rye, 

16% corn and 12% malted barley.

ABV
45.2%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Dark cherry, peach, gentle 

cedar and bold rye

Drink With
Neat or in an Old Fashioned

Located in Brooklyn, the New York 
Distilling Company was founded in 
2011 by Tom Potter (co-founder of 

the Brooklyn Brewery) and Allen Katz 
(cocktail and spirits expert). It produces 

high-quality American gins and rye 
whiskey with cocktails very much in 

mind. It also has its own public
bar The Shanty.



Chief Gowanus  
New Netherland Gin

44% 70cl

Perry’s Tot  
Navy Strength Gin

57% 70cl

Mister Katz’s  
Rock & Rye

32.5% 70cl

Dorothy Parker
American Gin

44% 70cl

Also available...



Texas
Single Malt

Made with a base of 100% 
Golden Promise barley, this 

single malt is matured in 
bespoke casks made from 

yard-aged oak with custom 
toast and char profiles.

ABV
53%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Winter spices and molasses

Drink With
Neat or on the rocks

Based in Waco, Texas, Balcones has 
made its name as one of the most 

exciting craft distilleries in the US. They 
have moved from equipment they made 

themselves to a brand spanking new 
distillery and, in their own words, they 

don’t just make whisky in Texas -
they make Texas whisky.



Brimstone 
 

53% 70cl

Baby Blue 
Corn

46% 70cl

Rumble

47% 70cl

True Blue  
100 Proof 

50% 70cl

Also available...



Bluecoat
American

Dry Gin
Among its cornucopia of 

botanicals is organic juniper, 
organic American citrus peels, 

angelica root and coriander.

ABV
47%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Spicy juniper and grapefruit

Drink With
Indian tonic water and a 

grapefruit wedge

Bluecoat American Dry Gin is made 
in a custom-built, hand-hammered 

copper pot still at Philadelphia 
Distilling. Its distinctive blue 
glass and gold lettering is an 

homage to the uniforms worn 
by revolutionaries during the 

American War of Independence.



Darkness!
Glendullan 8 year old
This fine nectar is a youthful 
though decadent single malt 

from Glendullan. Which won’t 
come as a surprise when you 

taste it, this stuff is Oloroso 
by name, Oloroso by nature: 

if you don’t like Sherry beasts, 
look elsewhere.

ABV
50.4%

Vol
50cl

Tastes like
Dark chocolate, caramel

and spice

Drink With
Neat

Every bottling in the Darkness! range has 
been finished for over three months in 
a fresh, first-fill Sherry cask. These are 

casks that have been rebuilt at just one 
tenth the size of a standard (500 litre) 

butt for an increased surface area to 
volume ratio, yielding maximum

richness and depth.



10-Year-Old
Straight Bourbon Whiskey

Using rich and rare straight 
bourbons sourced from the 

finest distilleries in the land, this 
whiskey is non-chill filtered in 

five barrel batches and proofed 
with mineral water from the 
legendary Rosendale Mines.

ABV
45.5%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Orange, maple, cherry

and almond

Drink With
Neat or on the rocks

As great distillers from Kentucky to 
Speyside know, it takes sweet water 

from tough rock to make great whisky. 
All Widow Jane whiskies are distilled or 

proofed with water from the historic 
limestone caves of the Widow Jane Mine 

in Rosendale, New York - water with such 
unique chemical properties it’s as good

as any used to make whisky.



French Malt 
Whisky

Made with malted barley 
harvested and distilled in 

France, this is initially aged 
in Limousin oak casks before 

enjoying a finishing period 
in casks that previously held 
Cognac. Each bottle is drawn 
from a single cask: no barrel 

blending whatsoever.

ABV
40%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Oak and banoffee pie

Drink With
Neat or on the rocks

Founded in 2012 by whisky entrepreneur 
Alison Parc, Brenne is a field-to-glass 

distillery located in the heart of Cognac, 
producing Gallic whisky in very limited 

batches. The use of Cognac casks in the 
ageing process has ushered in a new style 

into the single malt whisky category.



Akevitt
OHD uses traditional Norwegian 

customs and ingredients to make its 
distinctively Scandinavian spirits. This 

Akevitt is made with 13 botanicals and 
rested in American oak casks

for 12 months.

ABV
41%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Vanilla mixes with dandelion and an 

oily mouthfeel, on the finish is
honey and wormwood.

Drink With
On the rocks or with cola and

an orange wedge.

OHD was founded in 2016 by Marius 
Vestnes of Cask Norway, Marcin Miller 

of Number One Drinks and Martin 
Krajewski. The distillery is located a stone’s 

throw from Oslo’s Alna river in the Bryn 
neighbourhood of the city. OHD uses local 

distilling traditions to create high
quality artisanal spirits enriched

with Norwegian botanicals.

OSLO
HÅNDVERKS-

DESTILLERI (OHD)



Akevitt Blank 
(Unaged)

45% 50cl

Vidda Gin

43% 70cl

Marka Nordic Bitter

35% 50cl

Also available...



Helena
This double-distilled koji spirit 

blend includes biodynamic 
barley grown near the distillery, 

which is then fermented with 
Belgian saison yeast and 

vacuum distilled.
Yum, we think…

ABV
40%

Vol
50cl

Tastes like
Turbo koji, barley and

malt flavours. 

Drink With
Neat.

Driven by an obsessive focus on flavour, 
Empirical Spirits was founded by Lars 

Williams and Mark Emil Hermansen, 
both alumni of five-time world’s best 

restaurant Noma. Their aim is to take 
inspiration from both eastern and 

western techniques and traditions, 
deconstructing them in order to build 

something entirely new.

EMPIRICAL
SPIRITS



Charlene Mcgee

40% 50cl

Fallen Pony 
(Quince Tea Spirit)

35% 50cl

Fuck Trump and his
Stupid Fucking Wall

(Habanero Chili Spirit)
27% 50cl

Also available...



Young
Single

Malt
Due to Israel’s warm climate, 

this young single malt matures 
and extracts barrel flavour 

quickly. After distillation it is 
matured in three types of cask 
(bourbon, red wine and Islay).

ABV
46%

Vol
50cl

Tastes like
Black cherry and red berry 

with hints of vanilla
and candyfloss.

Drink With
Neat or on the rocks. 

Founded in 2012, Milk & Honey is 
Israel’s first whisky distillery. Dedicated 

to genuine artisanal processes and 
passionate about creating high-quality 

liquid. Its herbal liqueurs, gins and 
young single malt spirit certainly

fit into that category.



New Make Unaged
Single Malt

40% 70cl

Levantine Oak Aged Gin
46% 50cl

Roots Herbal Liqueur
35% 50cl

Levantine Gin
46% 70cl

Also available...



Dry Gin 28
A handcrafted Belgian gin, 

infused and distilled with 
juniper and 28 botanicals, 

carefully selected by 
the Master Distiller at 

the Filliers Distillery, 
established in 1880.

ABV
46%

Vol
50cl

Tastes like
Coriander seed, orange peel 

and creamy vanilla

Drink With
Top quality tonic and a 

wedge of lime

Filliers distillery is situated in 
Bachte-Maria-Leerne, not far 

from the Belgian city of Ghent. 
Traditional producers of quality 

jenever, the family has been 
making spirits for more than five 

generations. Filliers Dry Gin 28 was 
formulated in 1928 and uses 28 

botanicals on top of juniper.



Dry Gin 28 
Barrel Aged

43.7% 50cl

Dry Gin 28 
Sloe Gin

26% 50cl

Dry Gin 28 
Pine Blossom

42.6% 50cl

15 Year Old Oude 
Graanjenever

38.6% 70cl

Dry Gin 28
Seasonal Tangerine Edition

43.7% 50cl

Filliers 1997 Vintage 
Grain Genever

43% 70cl

Also available...



The Old
Fashioned Cocktail

Serve a spectacular 
Manhattan in the blink of 

an eye. Made with rye-rich 
bourbon and a secret blend 

of bitters and orange
peel, simply pour this

cocktail over ice, stir and
garnish appropriately.

ABV
39.2%

Vol
50cl

Tastes like
Rich coffee, toasted

vanilla pod, cinnamon
and blood orange

Drink With
A twist of fresh orange peel

Each classic cocktail in the Handmade 
Cocktail Co. range is made to a 

bespoke recipe and bottled with its 
vintage on the label. All that’s left to 

do is pour a measure over ice, stir, 
strain into the appropriate glassware, 

garnish accordingly and enjoy.



Ask us about our selection of The Handmade Cocktail Co. products on draught!

The Gin  
Martini Cocktail

42.3% 5t0cl

The Hanky  
Panky Cocktail

29.9% 50cl

The Boulevardier 
Cocktail
28.1% 50cl

The Manhattan 
Cocktail
34.7% 50cl

The Martinez 
Cocktail
36.1% 50cl

The Negroni  
Cocktail
28.2% 5t0cl

The World’s  
Best Cocktail

42.6% 50cl

The Vesper 
Cocktail
39.4% 50cl

The Vieux 
Carré Cocktail

35.7% 50cl

Also available...



The Lost
Distilleries

Blend
It’s no secret that many of the 

greatest, rarest whiskies in 
Scotland come from distilleries 

long-since closed. The Lost 
Distilleries Blend is crafted

using only these much
sought-after whiskies.

ABV
51%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Toffee-drizzled sponge cake, elegant 

peat smoke, exotic tea leaves and
full-bodied orchard fruit

Drink With
Enjoy neat or with just a drop of water

The Blended Whisky Company collects 
casks from famous distilleries, some 
of which have long since closed, and 

uses the precious liquid to make 
exquisite award-winning blends.



The Half-Century Blend
47.3% 70cl

Also available...



Arezzo, Italy
Single Estate Gin

ABV
46%

Vol
70cl

Tastes like
Fresh pine, strawberries 

and cream, a pinch of fresh 
orange oil

Drink With
Try neat first, then enjoy

in a G&T

The Origin range of single estate gins are 
all made with juniper berries taken from 
single estates in countries like Bulgaria, 
Italy and Kosovo. This is to demonstrate 
the fascinating influence that terroir has 

on the flavour and character of gin.

A single botanical gin, made with 
juniper from a single estate in 

sunny Arezzo, Italy. Try alongside 
other expressions from the Origin 

range to explore how terroir 
impacts juniper’s flavour profile.



Istog, Kosovo 
Gin

46% 70cl

Klanac, Croatia 
Gin

46% 70cl

Skopje, Macedonia 
Gin

46% 70cl

Pejë, Kosovo 
Gin

46% 70cl

Lopare, Bosnia & 
Herzegovina Gin

46% 70cl

Bizë, Albania
Gin

46% 70cl

Garbino, Bulgaria 
Gin

46% 70cl

Pljevlja, Montenegro 
Gin

46% 70cl

Varatec, Romania 
Gin

46% 70cl

Also available...



250,000
Scovilles 

Naga Chilli Vodka
Beware - the 250,000 

Scovilles Naga Chilli Vodka 
is made with Naga Jolokia 
chillies (one of the hottest 

chillies in the world) and
top-quality grain vodka.

ABV
40%

Vol
50cl

Tastes like
Fear

Drink With
Caution and trepidation

Creators of pure evil, the Hot 
Enough Vodka Company keeps 

on steeping naga chillies in vodka 
and warning people not to buy it. 

But they don’t listen…



100,000 Scovilles  
Naga Chilli Vodka

40% 70cl

500,000 Scovilles  
Naga Chilli Vodka

40% 20cl

Also available...



Sour
Cherry
Bitters

Top quality Sour Cherry Bitters, 
made with rapid-maceration

(for flawless flavour) and 
centrifugal-extraction

(for pleasing clarity).

ABV
50%

Vol
10cl

Tastes like
Authentic, lip-smacking  

and juicy cherries

Drink With
Rye whiskey and sweet 

vermouth (a Cherry 
Manhattan, essentially)

Bitter Bastards make a range of 
innovatively produced, single-botanical 

cocktail bitters. These are made using 
a centrifuge which exerts a pressure 

around 5,000 times the force of gravity, 
separating the particulate to clarify the 

bitters without the loss of flavour.



Lavender 
Bitters
40% 10cl

Sweet Orange 
Bitters

49.5% 10cl

Kola 
Bitters
50% 10cl

Chipotle 
Bitters
40% 10cl

Coriander 
Bitters
50% 10cl

Liquorice 
Bitters

49.5% 10cl

Cardamom 
Bitters
50% 10cl

Cinnamon
Bitters
40% 10cl

Naga Chilli 
Bitters
40% 10cl

Also available...





“IF YOU ALWAYS 
DO WHAT YOU’VE 
ALWAYS DONE
YOU’LL ALWAYS 
GET WHAT YOU’VE 
ALWAYS GOT.”
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